Sunday 14th July

Whats happening

today

Following the success of yesterday’s presentations, today the
second group of participants will take to the stage. This will
conclude the formal proceedings of the Scientific Research
Projects. The Biology and Physics presentations begin with
‘Do birds choose red or green food items irrespective of the
nutritional content?’ and conclude with ‘Nanotechnology’. In the
adjacent auditorium students will present a variety of projects
from the Chemistry and Environmental Sciences category. The
presentations will be taking place in the Daphne Du Maurier
Building.
In the afternoon, student participants will compete to showcase
their activities from yesterday. Each team will create a video
summarising the Science learnt in their workshop and promoting
their collaborative efforts at CSIA. Meanwhile, staff educators will
be undertaking a collaborative teaching and learning symposium,
that will give staff an opportunity to discuss and share issues
surrounding Science education.
Following the evening meal, winning participants will be awarded
prizes for their videos at CSIA’s Main Hall. There will also be an
opportunity for all participants to sample the workshops they
missed through a video highlights package. There will then be a
showcase of cultural performances to round off the day.

NEWS

Weather

Today will be warm and sunny

Another very warm or hot, day. It should
stay dry and largely sunny, although
cloud and mist may move into the
north coast at times in the afternoon.

Environmental Summary

UV: 6 (UK Range: 1-7)
Pollution: Low (UK Range: Low to Very High)
Pollen: Very High (UK Range: Low to Very High)

Sunrise: 05:25
Sunset: 21:27

Notices / Reminders

- Can a member of staff from each school
please confirm their departure details with
Paula Tippett
- Please remember to bring your cultural
performance props and equipment to CSIA
that you require for the event.
- Scientific research presentations - times
have changed - please see handout given out
this morning.

News - Scientific Research Presentations
Biology
Alam Shah Science School started yesterday’s Biology
presentations with a successful summary of their
research project into ‘The Benefits of Leucaena
leucocephala’. This project explored the Diabetes Disease
and participants expressed a desire to raise awareness
of the condition. The audience thoroughly enjoyed the
presentation, which sparked enthusiasm and intrigue for
the remainder of the day.
Following this the CSIA participants explained the
antibacterial properties of the Aloe Vera Plant. They
compared this to the antibiotic properties of commercial
products. This was well received by the audience and
many questions were asked.
An interesting Biomap was created by participants from
Chulalongkorn University Demonstration Secondary
School. This brought nature to life and made species
identification accessible to all.
Throughout the morning participants were challenged,
engaged and involved in discovering cutting edge
Science Research. One participant stated that they were
“honoured to have had the opportunity to share their
research, whilst learning from others.”

Participants from Korean Science Academy present
their research on game theory

Mathematics
The Brookhouse School of Kenya introduced their project
on ‘Similarity’ to launch the Mathematics proceedings.
The students presented how similarity in a variety of
suggested aspects were not only engaging but also
diverse.
Participants from South Korea presented their research
on stable matching with others in a well-humoured
and captivating manner. This was well received by the
audience who gained an understanding of the analysis
of algorithms.
CSIA students tackled a complex mathematical problem
surrounding infection rate and influenza outbreak.
The team modelled the spread of the H3N2 virus and
explained their theories through a series of animations.
Overall there was a complex level of mathematics
used. Every participant who presented their work felt
that collaboration was the key to a successful research
project and that presenting it in an event such as the ISSF
was something to be proud of. “It was such a privilege to
take part in a very professional presentation event, and
I am very proud to have represented my school in the
ISSF” - Charlie Emery CSIA.

News - Science Workshops

forensic geology

bio-blitz

CSI met CSIA as participants excavated a
mock crime scene. Using a variety of scientific
techniques, the soil samples were analysed to
link an offender to the crime scene. Did you
manage to solve the crime?

Exploring woodland and coastal paths near
CSIA, participants carried out a fast and
intensive survey of species of plants, animals
and insects. The weather and the stunning
views made this workshop a real hit!

bloodhound supersonic
rocket car challenge

ipad data analysis of water
rocket projectiles

medical imaging

the mysterious world
of microbes

Creative uses of foam allowed participants to
design and make their very own version of the
Bloodhound supersonic racecar. Launching the
cars to find a winner rounded off a fun-filled,
scientific afternoon.

Students combined their scientific investigative
skills with their creative use of ICT to produce
breathtaking colour thermal images of their
faces. They used infra-red sensors to scan their
faces at different environmental temperatures.
They drew detailed conclusions about the
effects of homeostasis.

iPad technology was used to determine the
most successful ratio of water to air in a water
rocket. Participants had great fun launching
their rockets whilst analysing and modifying
their designs to nail the perfect take off.

Using the equipment based at the Tremough
Campus, participants examined and quantified
the microbial diversity of leaves found at the
school site. Leaf prints were then made and
participants left these growing overnight. What
will you discover when you analyse these today?

rocky shore ecosystems
Indicator species were used to help participants explore climate change on
the South West Coast of England. As well as analysing species abundance,
participants experienced the spectacular Cornish coastline in beautiful sunny
weather.

surfing science
The theory of surfing was put to the test at
Godrevy Beach. Participants analysed waves,
surfboards and wetsuits and used Science to
help them perfect their skills in the water.

synthesising asprin
The common pain reliever Asprin was created
at CSIA. Participants then analysed their
substances using a variety of techniques. How
pure was your substance?

News - The Ceilidh
After a tasty BBQ, participants were
invited to take part in a traditional
Cornish ceilidh dance. The Newlyn
Reelers performed a variety of cornish
folk music whilst their ‘Caller’ gave
instructions to the dancers. It was an
fun-filled evening where participants
had the opportunities to relax and
mingle with everyone.

